Religious actors and their political concepts are commonly assumed to be conservative, static, and aligned with the private contemplative world. Popes, however, regularly stand out from this narrative. The article contextualizes the papal human rights discourse since the 1940s and contributes a hitherto neglected perspective to the debate on human rights and religion in the international realm, illustrating that religious ideas and configurations change. The research, partially derived using discourse network analysis software, points out three key findings: First, John Paul II dominates the human rights discourse, which has gained traction since the end of the Second World War. Second, although Francis takes an outside role in the papal discourse, he does not differ in principle from the mainstream trajectory of the papal human rights discourse. Finally, third, from the first evocation of human rights by a pope, there has been a persistent trend stressing both individual and collective human rights. Moreover, the article illustrates that political and religious conceptions of human rights are relational, and even contingent on each other. The results offer ample reason to anticipate future papal political conduct based on the trajectory of the papal human rights discourse.
I. INTRODUCTION
International relations and human rights scholars show little interest in the papacy, which stands as the leader of the largest transnational religious group, and in the papal human rights discourse. This lack of interest is surprising, given the religious sources of human rights and the fact that religious actors translate their notions of human rights into a secular language and context. In addition, debates on human rights and religion have merged into the realm of international politics and study. Focusing on the papacy as a specific actor, this article contextualizes the papal human rights discourse since the Second World War. The article contributes a hitherto neglected perspective to the debate on human rights and religion in the international realm. The article begins with the difference that Pope Francis makes with his allegedly "giving up on human rights."
1 In fact, the papal notion of human rights has changed, slowly and by degree, but not in principle. Francis' embodiment of this discourse, albeit a peculiar and visible one, is an indicator of continuity rather than change.
Past and current papal notions of human rights are not departing from their engagement in the secular human rights discourse. Rather, as this article illustrates, the papal notion of human rights focuses on a collective conceptualization of human rights. Emphasizing environmental rights, for example, is the result of a shifting understanding of the origins of human rights language used by popes who face global political imperatives and their applicability to the debate. This is most notable in Francis' plea for the common good, which he views as equally as important as human rights. This article demonstrates how Francis is an outlier in the papal human rights discourse, but it also illustrates how he is part of a continuum in this discourse. Notably, specific aspects of the latter point are surprising given the common academic and public assumptions about a break in this continuum and in other regards between the two living pontiffs. 2 The article zooms in on the shift in the human rights discourse, using a theoretical and empirical arc. The results offer fertile ground to anticipate the current pope's future political conduct based on the trajectory of the papal human rights discourse. More specifically, the results point out the current pope's particular notion of human rights with regard to his corresponding entanglement in the international realm. Not surprisingly, the first result shows that John Paul II dominates the human rights discourse. The second result is that Francis indeed takes an outsider role when it comes to the papal notion of human rights thus far. However, he does not differ in principle from the mainstream discourse or from the discourse's adjustment to concentrating on the individual. Focusing on global environmental issues, 3 for example, Francis reinforces the Catholic emphasis on the common good in the human rights discourse rather than introducing a new category. The third and broadest result identifies a pattern in the human rights discourse since Pius XII: the transformation from a traditional notion of human rights (e.g. emphasizing individual freedom in times of totalitarian regimes and a World War) to a notion that emphasizes a universal, progressive view of human rights.
The last result aligns with research on encyclicals, which point out shifting trends in papal communication. These trends are marked by a decline in papal statements that reference traditional "Catholic" issues such as authority, duty, doctrine, etc. 4 Rather, the popes tend to seek a wider audience than their own institution and constituency, particularly in times when secular institutions lack moral authority. 5 All changes notwithstanding, the papal human rights discourse has not reached issues of gender and sexuality, one of the most controversial issues when it comes to the pope's and the Catholic Church's track record on human rights. Advocates of gender equality and sexual and reproductive health rights point out that there has not been much progress. Although Pope Francis lamented the Church's obsession with abortion, contraception, and gay marriage, many still accuse the institutional Church of being detached from the real lives of its constituency when it comes to these issues. 6 The trends in the papal human rights discourse are provocative for international relations and human rights theory. Religious actors and their political views are commonly assumed to be conservative, static, and aligned with the private contemplative world. However, popes regularly stand out from this secularist narrative, as they always engage with politics.
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By looking at the papal human rights discourse, this article contributes a contextual understanding of religion in international politics 8 and illustrates that religious ideas and configurations change in relation to macro-political developments because they are inherently political. As such, they generate creative and hybrid modes of social and political agency, as religious and political concepts are contingent on each other. 9 The first part of the article contextualizes the papal human rights discourse since Pius XII (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) (1946) (1947) (1948) (1949) (1950) (1951) (1952) (1953) (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) . 10 The article then evaluates the thesis that Francis makes a difference in the human rights discourse, by using a software-based discourse network analysis. The remainder of the article discusses the generated data and contextualizes it using the theoretical terms derived earlier. The article illustrates the difference of Francis' approach to political problems beyond implicit assumptions. Finally, the article points out that understanding the popes' views on human rights can provide additional insights into the motivations driving particular popes as well as the Catholic Church at large.
Tenures of popes since 1945
Pius and understanding of modern human rights. 11 Not only in regards to abstract religious ideas, but rather religious actors and agents have themselves been at the forefront of this development. Nonetheless, international studies show little interest in the human rights discourse of religious actors. 12 This is surprising, as over the last decades, religious actors have successfully translated their notions of human rights into a secular language and context by participating in the normative discourse of the world of states. 13 Few studies zoom in on the human rights discourse of the Catholic Church as the single largest transnational religious actor, represented by the prominent figure of the pope. If human rights scholars take an interest in religious actors, such as the pope, they usually merely contend that popes entrench human rights in natural law.
14 Case studies on the Holy See buttress conceptions like these, arguing, for example, that the Holy See pursues conservative religious values in the setting of international conferences. 15 However, these studies rarely pay attention to the development of the papal human rights discourse over time. In particular, the studies lack a contextualization of the different notions of human rights that fuel this discourse.
The following discussion relies on Jack Donnelly's conceptualization of human rights as "a standard of political legitimacy that specifies a set of social and political practices that aim to establish a framework for equal and autonomous individuals, acting separately and collectively, to make for themselves a world worthy of truly human beings."
16 Ideal-type human rights are rights by virtue of being human: they are natural rights (not created), the same for everyone (equal), and applicable everywhere (universal) . 17 Human rights, in this sense, are proclaimed and recognized, not created such as the rights in a domestic juristic system. 18 This article, then, does not follow the concepts of human rights as "examples of social constructions: invented social categories that derive their influence from the extent of a shared understanding within and across communities."
19 Such a conceptualization confuses human rights' essence with their function.
A burgeoning branch of literature argues that a principally Western conception of human rights, which puts forward their equal and universal notion, is unresponsive and ill-adapted to global challenges; that there is no basic agreement on "well-being" as the aim of human rights; or that policy interest in and the practice of human rights is a novel phenomenon.
20 Put more bluntly, "human rights pessimists" 21 argue that human rights run out of steam. 22 Consequently, they downgrade the political impact of the international human rights discourse. Stephen Hopgood goes even further and argues that, by embedding human rights in global institutions, they turned into "Human Rights." This embedding, Hopgood argues, led human rights to assume power in their own right, while absorbing some of the institutional power, eventually becoming "Human Rights"
23 that are less concerned with individuals.
What is more, human rights pessimists argue that the institutionalization of human rights as Human Rights, prominently displayed in the establishment 16 25 More broadly conceived, mainstream human rights research faces criticism not only from "human rights pessimists," but also from historical accounts. Historical accounts, for instance, point out that the decolonization movement in the 1960s set the foundation for the breakthrough of human rights in mainstream international political conduct. Moreover, those accounts suggest that human rights only gained traction and political relevance since that time, or perhaps even later. 26 An intersecting branch of literature focuses on religion and issues of language and the practice of human rights and freedom. Large portions of this literature focus on a Christian setting and perspective and emphasize religious freedom as a human right. 27 Critics, however, argue that the prevailing policy trend of promoting religious freedom "operationalizes" religion, although religion, as such, is too unstable a category to be pressed into formal classifications or measurable variables. The desire to quantify and measure religion, the argument goes, reflects a narrow and Western-based understanding of "religion." The problems that come with the desire to quantify and measure religious "outputs," are reflected in various "expert" arguments that claim to capture the "true" nature of religion. 28 The result is a constant conflict between human rights principles and religious principles, which seems unbridgeable. The disagreement over which principles are more important led human rights theorists to point out the necessity of a secular approach to human rights. 30 However, such an approach assumes "the secular" to be neutral, which is, first, too sweeping and too self-confident of a claim. Second, doing so ignores the research delineated above, which challenges this conventional view of the secular as a neutral sphere. In fact, although topically recognized, international relations, and the social sciences more broadly, often substantively misrecognize religion by ignoring "the relational dimensions of religion and international politics." 31 This misrecognizing of religion "encourages neglect of key moments in the production of religious and political identities and practices, as well as the implicit normative position taken by doing so." 32 Subsequently, the article illustrates that the papal human rights discourse is better understood and contextualized through the criticisms of conventional approaches to human rights, religion, and politics. "Human rights pessimists" often build their arguments on empirical research, focusing on how human rights became Human Rights and how they consequently lack political impact and relevance other than in their own right. Nonetheless, this branch of literature also offers a normative argument that is essential to contextualizing the papal human rights discourse: Pope Francis gives human rights discourse a "spin" away from a liberal notion towards a collective and critical notion, stressing the common good. This move cannot be fully grasped without taking a closer look at the self-understanding of this pope who challenges the privileging of Western agency in papal discourse.
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A. Popes on Human Rights
Popes have consistently argued in favor of human rights, at least since Pius XII's Christmas message in 1942, calling for peace amidst the Second World War. Indeed, all popes since the Second World War have stressed the importance of international law and human rights as guarantors of global order and peace. 34 Putting human rights front and center in interna- 37 Francis, on the other hand, emphasizes the preservation of collective goods, such as the environment. 38 There is a trend in the analysis of Holy See pundits, arguing in this vein as well: that when it comes to the advocacy of human rights, Francis sticks to a different view than his predecessors. His references to social justice, structural problems, the periphery, and collective solutions, which individual rights do not solve, capture this difference best. 39 Francis consistently emphasizes these issues rather than only referring to individual human rights.
Emphasizing human rights qua human beings has been a papal trait since Pius XI first mentioned human rights in his 1937 encyclical Mit Brennender Sorge and certainly since Pius XII, who expanded Catholic teaching on human rights and thus "set the stage for John XXIII." 40 John XXIII invoked, perhaps most famously, a human rights language during the Cold War in his (1963) encyclical Pacem in Terris, where he described human rights as natural law. During the height of the Cold War, such as amid the Cuban Missile Crisis and its aftermath, the Catholic Church conceptualized human rights as deriving from divine and natural law, pursued for a Christian cause. Accepting a liberal, secular notion of human rights as set out in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Church and chiefly the popes, were successful in adapting the religious language to the secular language of human rights, since the middle of the twentieth century and certainly since the Second Vatican Council. 41 By doing so, they followed a general trend of religious actors who sought to translate religious values into a secular language and setting. The inter-Christian engagement of later popes, such as John XXIII (1958 XXIII ( -1963 and Paul VI (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) , in the formulation of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights is an illustrative example of this trend. 42 The 1948 declaration introduced a new credo that the Church and the popes could no longer bypass. Consequently, popes, after some reluctance, hailed the 1948 Declaration.
43 This is not to ignore the attempts of the Church to separate human rights from their secular heritage stemming from the French Revolution and from more broadly conceived human rights' secular origins. 44 However, the papal encyclicals that heralded the modern period, Rerum Novarum (1891) and Quadragesimo Anno (1931), foreshadowed the 1948 declaration by the United Nations. 45 After the 1948 declaration, the popes frequently referred to the declaration's prominence when talking about human rights.
Tracking the development of papal conceptions of human rights through a discourse network promises a better understanding of their interpretation and incorporation into the papal agenda. At least since the encyclical Pacem in Terris and John XXIII's plea to build peace based on the "recognition, respect, safeguarding and promotion" 46 of human rights, popes proposed the concept of the universal common good pursued, inter alia, by human rights. 47 In any case, the papal proposal of a common good pursued by human rights is a common perception of the papal human rights talk. There is nothing original in the case of popes speaking out for or against military interventions. This is evident in their speeches since the end of the Second World War. 51 Pius XII did not remain neutral during the Cold War, eventually invoking the need to protect human rights. 52 Neither could his successors afford to take a neutral stance in papal diplomacy. 53 Eventually, the practice of "naming and shaming," aided by human rights language, became a public discourse that the popes themselves turned to after the Second World War. 54 Francis seems to change this trend.
B. The Difference Pope Francis Makes
Francis steps out of the narratives that employ naming and shaming practices. Instead, he refers to social justice, structural problems, and collective solutions that individual rights, particularly understood as Human Rights, do not solve. He seems uninterested in applying human rights language to global standoffs, no matter if it is in regards to geopolitics or in terms of faith and reason. 55 His rhetoric, acts, and his personal heritage indicate a novel understanding of a vision of peace. 56 This understanding of peace is one that "is not simply shedding light on the peripheries, it is rather to re-conceptualizing the world order from the vantage point of its numerous 49 The global trend of enforcing individual human rights protection involves the pursuit of justice partially out of societal contexts. 58 Francis peels off from the inclinations of this trend, which stresses the importance of human rights and individual accountability. Instead, he focuses on Christian teaching and social justice and addresses collective problems (e.g. the shortage of water or problems of the environment more generally) that are in need of collective solutions. Francis outlines a different approach to achieving the universal common good. So far, this approach is most visible in his encyclical Laudato si'. There he addresses "every person living on this planet," 59 seeking an inclusive language that reaches out for dialogue. 60 Francis' reference to John XXIII's (1963) encyclical Pacem in Terris, which addresses "all men and woman of goodwill," is thus no coincidence. 61 That encyclical stopped short of addressing "every person" (instead, it addressed all of "good will").
There is a pattern still to be evaluated in Francis' words and actions that seeks to establish a paradigm beyond us versus them, East versus West, faith versus reason etc. The Pope's and the Catholic Church's mission is aimed at all the others, those at the periphery, at the margins of politics and society. In Francis' conceptualization of politics, considering the global poor in theology and politics requires defying Euro-centric Western thinking. Francis presents himself as anti-consumerist and anti-materialistic, preaching a code of sacrifice rather than one of consumerism or nihilism. 62 "If you have a problem with Francis's message, you have a problem with Christ," as Faared Zakaria put it. 63 Francis' message of mercy is, in the words of one of his biographers "the great antidote to the Western obsession with autonomy, for it grounds its hope in God and others, rather than in our own resources." 64 To conceptualize Francis' pontificate and his approach to human rights and, indeed, global politics, the analytical focus needs to be one not only looking at the periphery but one from the periphery. 65 Such a focus exposes "the broader and deeper notions of exclusion, alienation, and expulsion." 66 The following section offers a first step at looking from the periphery while mapping the papal human rights discourse. In that way, it uncovers the papal human rights trajectory and the difference Francis makes within its discourse.
C. Sources and Method
The following analysis derives from the qualitative content analysis software Discourse Network Analyzer (D.N.A). 67 The main purpose of this software is to conduct an actor-based analysis of political discourses and extract bipartite and co-occurrence networks. As this article deals with six actors (the popes) and one organization (the papacy), the bipartite and co-occurrence network output displays the papal human rights discourses over time and eventually captures a policy picture based on this particular discourse.
Among the large body of texts produced by the popes, the following analysis of the papal human rights discourse was derived from two main sources and one additional document: (1) the popes' addresses to the General Assembly of the United Nations; (2) the popes' Encyclicals; and (3) Pope Pius XII's (1942) prominent Christmas message. 68 The latter document is included because it is the first text that brings up "human" (aka "personal") rights, putting their political value front and center. The United Nations General Assembly addresses are included, since the UN is the most obvious forum that an actor can use to promote a message in the global political arena. 69 (2015) . Pius XII, the first pope to see the installation of the United Nations, and John XXIII did not address this forum. These two popes did not deliver such addresses, as it was not until 1964 that the Holy See became a permanent observer at the United Nations. 71 The encyclicals since Pius XII are included because they are the most pragmatic documents popes produce and stand behind. 72 Finally, the 1942 Christmas Message of Pius XII marked a crucial moment in the human rights discourse of the Church. 73 Given the prominence of Pope Pius XII and the introduction of human rights in the public discourse during his term, the timeframe of the analysis begins with his tenure (1939, which is also the year he published his first encyclical). The analysis leads up to 2015, the year of Francis' address to the United Nations General Assembly.
It is important to note several caveats before proceeding. John Paul II was the only pope in tenure during the transition from the Cold War to the post-Cold War era. Furthermore, he was himself from the Eastern Bloc and was thus keen on pointing out the human rights abuses committed by atheist communist regimes. Not surprisingly, the analysis shows that he referenced human rights more than the rest of the popes. The sum and frequency of the references also have to do with the length of his pontificate. In terms of the quantity of encyclicals, Pius XII is over-represented. He is also the only pope whose tenure overlapped with the Second World War. Moreover, the analysis does not measure whether or not the Church's rhetorical turn to human rights and dignity is linked to the Church's conversion of "personalism." (i.e. positing ultimate reality and value in human and divine personhood). 74 That is not to say that the categories chosen for the analysis do not address this issue. The categories were chosen based on the criteria that specific terms or synonyms be included, such as "humans" and "rights" or "rights of humans" in instances where the unequivocal phrase "human 70. Clore & Voeten, supra note 2. 71. Moreover, Pius XII refused to contact the political regimes of the time altogether. Hehir, supra note 12, at 115. 72. Not included is John Paul I whose pontificate lasted barely three months in which he neither addressed the United Nations nor published an encyclical. rights" was not used. 75 Finally, given the broad approach to human rights in this article, the generational notion of the development of human rights is a conceptually useful one, albeit a contested one, to illustrate how the papal human rights discourse unfolded over time. 76 The generational notion of human rights argues that the human rights discourse developed in three broad generations, first emphasising political, then socioeconomical, and then collective human rights.
III. THE HUMAN RIGHTS DISCOURSE OF THE POPES
The visualized discourse network in Graph 1 illustrates the weightings of and connections between the categories and statements on human rights by the popes. At the time of the analysis, Francis had had few opportunities to refer to human rights (∑ ten statements). Nevertheless, he is the one most distant from the categories mainly used by his predecessors. He is also the one most distant from the dominant discourse set by John Paul II. Other than his famous call for the "rights of the environment," Francis refers to the categories of "essential human needs," "human dignity," "social and international order," and "material inequality/economic opportunities." Francis' distance from the mainstream discourse buttresses the thesis of his exceptionality. Although few statements from Francis are available as yet, he stands out in the papal human rights discourse, particularly by reinforcing the category of "rights of the environment," originally introduced by Benedict XVI.
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Benedict XVI (∑ nineteen statements) stands out in this picture as well. He is often associated with having a conservative mindset, which is supposed to result in a conservative notion of human rights. This, however, is not the case, as his statements correspond, for example, to the categories of "spiritual goods/religious freedom" and "social and international order." He also referred, before Francis, to the "rights of the environment," and also to "material inequality/economic opportunities." Those categories are usually associated with a liberal political agenda. Although preceding Francis and often framed in a conservative theological and political light, Benedict XVI stands out as corresponding to rather liberal invocations of human rights. Indicative are his statements that correspond to the "rights of the environment" and "human rights and material inequality/economic opportunities." As Graph 1 illustrates, John Paul II dominates the papal human rights discourse, not least because he is overrepresented in the sum of his statements (∑ ninety-eight statements, referring to all categories). Most obviously he stresses the categories of "social and international order;" "human dignity;" "freedom/peace;" and "spiritual goods/religious freedom." His statements also reflect a medium scaled emphasis on the "UDHR" and "material inequality/economic opportunities." Followed by the Second Vatican Council (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) and being installed as the first pope from the Eastern Bloc, John Paul II set out to dominate the human rights discourse, overshadowing the popes before and after him. This certainly was not least due to his personal political agenda to oppose the human rights violations of the atheist Eastern Bloc.
John XXIII (∑ ten statements) is often portrayed as the first pope to systematically address human rights in papal documents. His statements frequently correspond to the category of "social and international order" but rarely to others. This comes as a small surprise. After all, it was John XXIII who explicitly turned to the human rights language in the context of the Cuban Missile Crisis and its aftermath. The statements of his predecessor, Paul VI (∑ twelve statements), correspond more with various categories of the human rights discourse as set out by Pius XII, although focusing mainly on the issue of "human dignity."
The statements of Pius XII, the first pope examined here, mainly correspond to the categories associated with a traditional framing and view of human rights: "freedom/peace;" "spiritual goods/religious freedom; "social and international order;" and, above all else, "human dignity." This last category, "human dignity," is, after all, assumed to be the most important for a pope, justifying the very existence of human rights in a political discourse.
Graph 2 provides an additional visualization of the papal human rights discourse. It offers more room for interpretation, and opens up projections for the future papal human rights discourse. A coordinate system placed over Graph 1, displaying four Quadrants (clockwise, starting from top left), illustrates a two-fold view. First, it systematizes the popes' notions of human rights from conservative (e.g. human rights as notions of order and the rights of nations rather than individuals) to progressive (e.g. rights of the environment) and from particular (e.g. human rights qua human dignity) to universal (e.g. spiritual goods; economic opportunities; appreciation of the UDHR). Second, in combination with Graph 1, Graph 2 illustrates a broad and significant timeframe in the development of the human rights discourse and the various papal notions of human rights. In sum, this illustration indicates a development of a universal notion of human rights stressed by the popes, which comes close to what the "third generation" of human rights emphasizes.
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When first referring to human rights, Pius XII (Quadrant II) took a traditional attitude in the context of a world of nation states. He placed equal emphasis on the various notions of human rights at that time. Likewise, in Quadrant I, Paul VI displays a traditional understanding of human rights. This is obviously seen in his references to the "rights of nations" as well as in 78 . As indicated in the introduction, this is without a notable change in the discourse about gender rights.
his references to the traditional religious notion of human rights as deriving from human dignity. His successor, John XXIII, who initiated the Second Vatican Council, took a vocal stand on human rights. This is most visible in his emphasis on the right of religious freedom as a programmatic and basic Catholic mission. 79 As the only one decidedly remaining in Quadrant IV, John XXIII illustrates the continuation of the movement from a conservative notion of human rights towards a progressive one. Although he emphasizes the importance of human rights for social and international order, he refers to them in a context of essential human needs. This indicates the beginning of the trend of framing human rights as universal, existing in a diverse world, as outlined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 80 John XXIII's successor, John Paul II, is not clearly assigned to one of the Quadrants. He dominates the overall human rights discourse and distributes equal emphasis to almost all categories. This is largely due to his background and the time of his tenure: he engaged in policy seeking to challenge communism, eventually even helping to bring it down. 81 John Paul II, as expected, frequently refers to human rights as guarantees for freedom and peace. He also points out the origins of human rights as advancing from the concept of human dignity. 82 This is most obvious in his engagement with the United Nations. He refers to the UN as an organization that guarantees international peace and security "by protecting fundamental rights of individuals and the rights of peoples in their quest for authentic self-determination." 83 In doing so, John Paul II did seek a superior political role, departing from a formal impartiality with regard to politics. 84 John Paul II's notion of human rights sets a subsequent trend, emphasizing their relevance for material well-being and economic prosperity. After all, he set out to promulgate an integrated notion of civil-political and economic-social rights. 85 Although John Paul II's Centesimus Annus' emphasis is slightly similar to the "right of environment," it still remains within the context of the "common good," which is attributed to the responsibility of the state. 86 Benedict XVI continued this path, but also addressed different issues such as the rights of the environment, pointing out that human rights cannot be separated from environmental issues. As pope and professor of theology, Benedict stands as the pope most intensively trying to unite faith and reason. 87 It is thus obvious that, from his secluded position in Quadrant III, he viewed the notion of human rights as based on spiritual goods and consequently campaigned for the importance of religious freedom. Based on such a notion of human rights, Benedict not least sought to distinguish his community of faith from others.
Francis, although often said to be more radical than his predecessors, continues to follow the trends in the human rights discourse that his predecessors set. Although it is not possible to assign him to a specific quadrant, he is best placed in the progressive camp where he occupies a middle ground in the discourse. Imagining the development in the time period and the scale of the notion of human rights in political terms, it thus comes as no surprise that Francis joins a notion of human rights that emphasizes context and essential human needs (i.e. also material needs). This conceptualization, then, reinforces the argument presented in the introduction that Francis underpins the traditional Catholic emphasis on the "common good." Thomas Aquinas prominently invoked this Catholic emphasis and popes and Catholic social teaching (since Pope Leo XXIII's encyclical Rerum Novarum) have ever since turned to this view. Francis' notion of the common good and human rights indicate what political theology and political philosophy only reluctantly accept that "both individual and collective rights" are "components of the common good," hence "concern for individual benefit cannot be separated from consideration of the common good." 88 Francis' orthodox theological stand has led him to reach back to the dignity of the human person as the source of human rights. This view makes him not much different from his predecessors who sought to frame human rights as deriving from human dignity grounded in natural law. 89 Francis' political agenda, on the other hand, has eventually led him to explicitly stress the rights of the environment, which is detached from any particular and explicit notion of human rights. In other words, there exists an emerging tradition of popes referring to the environment and nature, however, this was often not previously addressed as an explicit right of nature or of the environment, which can and should be invoked. Finally, Francis emphasizes the slight differences between his community of faith and others without resorting to a tapering of the differences.
IV. CONCLUSION
The various nuances of the papacy are representative of their time and varying political contexts, as individual popes adjusted the human rights discourse to global developments. Popes have done so during the Second World War and a world of nation states; during the great power rivalry of the Cold War; during major changes in the international political system such as the end of the Cold War; and during new global challenges such as international terrorism and changes in the environment. Facing the horrors of two World Wars, Pius XII set out with a judicial notion of human rights, stressing individual human rights, and his successors followed him in this emphasis. However, it was over two decades later, spurred on by several critical moments in the Cold War, when human rights again became a prominent discursive feature of the papal public engagement. During the time of the Cold War, the leader of the Church began to seek a wider audience than his own institution and constituency, particularly in times when secular institutions lacked moral authority. 90 Seen from a critical perspective, the development of the papal human rights discourse, like the mere secular human rights discourse, is also a consequence of other utopias failing (such 88. Reed, supra note 12, at 20. 89. hoPgood, the endtimes of human Rights, supra note 14, at 158. 90. Genovese, supra note 5.
as those of socialism and anti-colonialism) 91 and a "human rights discourse [that] has become the moral language of cultural modernity." 92 The research presented in this article bolsters the theses of John Paul II dominating the human rights discourse; the relative outsider role taken by Francis; and the general trend in the human rights discourse that emphasizes a move toward progressive and universal notions of human rights. We will likely experience a continuing rhetorical emphasis on progressive and universal human rights by Francis. This emphasis is one of validating human rights, not as Human Rights implanted in Western institutions and agency, but as human rights embedded in issues of social justice. The caveats still existing are the lack of gender rights empowerment; the question of how the discourse affects theological doctrine; and the question of how institutionally controversial Francis' course will remain. Looking at the development of the papal human rights discourse, however, anticipates that the next popes will likely continue the path established thus far.
Even if Pope Francis incarnates the broad trend of the papacy of turning to a human rights language, Francis' more collective approach, including "common" arguments regarding the environment, for example, places him as a friendly critic of more individualistic conceptions of human rights. Despite Francis' widespread and persistent popularity within the Church and outside of the Church, his take on human rights also harbors potential political trenches between this papacy and its constituency and admirers. In particular, the latter are increasingly modern and post-secular and potentially more drawn towards an individualist conception of (human rights). 93 No matter if the next pope continues to follow this path or sets new trends, the papacy will remain a vast and wide reaching network for communication and representation, used for transferring human, material, and ideological resources and disseminating ideas. The pope does not only represent theological ideas. Francis certainly is an unusual pope and his theological, social, and political emphasis on the peripheries of society has become a widely recognized and permeating element of his papacy. However, he is also the leader of the Church and represents a political force, embedded in international society and diplomacy. 94 While calling out for human rights and human dignity, he remained, for example, while visiting Myanmar, much of a traditional diplomat, and avoided using the word "Rohingya." There are thus practical consequences yet to come from global interactions and the human rights discourse. The Church remains important and powerful, not only because of its moral authority, which has been its traditional power source, but also because the Church has access to a vast network in civil society around the globe and today's challenges inevitably involve the Church. 95 As the article illustrates, there is a vast trajectory of human rights discourse that pre-dates Francis, and which might gain even more traction because of the current pope. Understanding the popes' views on human rights then, can bring added insight to the rationale driving particular popes and the Catholic Church at large. This insight can be helpful when working with the Church in humanitarianism and development, or when conducting negotiations over international declarations. Future research thus should look closely at the Holy See's micro practices and investigate how they are influenced by their principals' discourse. 95 . chaPPel, supra note 93.
